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Duo-tone
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Duo-tone color palette

Blue Grey Reversed

Unlike the filled and outlined icons, the duo-tone icons have a limited color palette. Use your best judgment 
when deciding which of these three color combinations to use. 

Styles
There are three styles of icons: filled, outlined, and duo-tone. Each are used for di!erent 
scenarios that are explained below.

Filled icons are to be used for 
14px or smaller iconography 
and for non-branded material 
(e.g. carts, provider pages). 

Filled icons

Primary use: non-branded
Size: " 14px

Outlined icons are to be used 
in cases where the icon should 
blend into the background. It 
should mainly be used at 14px 
or smaller. 

Outlined icons

Primary use: non-branded
Size: " 14px

Duo-tone icons are to be used 
on branded materials and be at 
least 16px or larger. 

Duo-tone icons

Primary use: branded
Size: " 16px

Primary

16px

16px

1px

1.5px

1.5px
45° angle

45° angle

1px radius

1px radius

1.5px

1px radius

1.5px
1px

1px

Filled

Outlined

Corners: 1px radius
Spacing between 2 elements: 1px
Nested elements: 1.5px stroke width

Stroke Width: 1.5px
Corners: 1px radius
Spacing between 2 elements: 1px
Nested elements: 1.5px stroke width

1px radius

1px radius

45° angle

45° angle

1.5px

1.5px 1px radius

45° angle

45° angle

1.5px
1px

1px

Grid system 
Each style of icons are loosely based on a 16px grid. When desiging an icon, rely more on 
the visual consistency between icons and recognizability of the icon, than on restraining 
the icon within the boundaries. 

In some instances, the grid is too limiting. Use your best judgement and the above guidelines for stroke width, 
corner radius, spacing, etc.

Breaking the grid

17px 17px

20px 19px

55° angle

In order to make an icon look 
optically correct, you may have 
to stray from a 45° angle.

In order to make an icon look 
optically congruent to the 
others, you may have to make 
the icon wider or taller. The 
dimensions of an icon shouldn’t 
go beyond 20px on any side.

Some icons will need to built 
upon. When the icon cannot be 
shrunken down in a way that 
fits with the rest of the icon 
family, you may have to break 
the grid. 

Abnormal angle Abnormal size Add-ons 

Iconography

Best practices

Use 1.5px strokes for outlined 
icons and icons that require 
line work.

Balance the details and color. 
In duo-tone icons, the light 
blue should be secondary to 
the vivid blue. 

Use round corners consistent 
with the rest of the icon family.

Use a stroke on small details.

Use excessive detail.

Use straight corners where it 
makes sense (e.g. at the 
meeting point of 2 planes).

Use strokes that are not 1.5px.

Overlap areas without adding a 
1px border around it.

Use overly rounded corners or 
only straight corners.

Do

Do

Do

Don’t

Don’t

Do

Don’t

Don’t

Don’t
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Illustrations

Design System v2.0.1

Styles

Faux 3D e!ect

Patterns & textures

There are three styles of illustrations: lifestyle, landscape and product. Lifestyle and 
landscape are built responsively, while product is built similiarly to an icon.

Every illustration, with the exception of a few product illustrations, is treated with a faux 
3D e!ect. This is defined by having the appearance of a 3D perspective, but every 
element is placed on a horizontal line. This makes it easy to create an illustration that 
feels like it has depth, without getting into the math of perspective, or worse, eyeballing 
the perspective.

The patterns and textures are only used for a few foreground elements. They are not 
used in backgrounds to prevent the background from becoming distracting.

Lifestyle illustrations are built 
responsively, which means the 
individual elements in the 
imagery can be rescaled, 
repositioned, or removed 
based on device type. 

Lifestyle Illustrations

Location: xxx

Landscape illustrations are also 
built responsively, but removal 
of elements/ buildings should 
come before rescaling or 
repositioning elements.

Landscape Illustrations

Location: xxx

Product illustrations are each 
personalized to represent a 
product or tool on the site. 
They should be designed in a 
way that does not require them 
to be responsive.

Product Illustrations

Location: xxx

Lifestyle

Landscape

Lifestyle illustrations are used primarily for allconnect branded webpages, products and 
collaterol. Approved photography or imagery should be used in nonbranded cases. 

Quick rules: shirts are vivid cyan, pants are vivid blue, backgrounds are grey, devices are 
usually yellow or vivid blue, and yellow should be used sparingly.

Landscape illustrations are used primarily for allconnect branded webpages, products 
and collaterol. Approved photography or imagery should be used in nonbranded cases. 

Responsive best practices 

Responsive best practices 

Colors

Colors

Desktop

Desktop

Tablet

Mobile

Tablet Mobile

Desktop illustrations are 
normally wider, but depending 
on the design of the page 
could be sized di!erently.

Desktop landscapes usually 
span the width of the 
container.

Tablet landscapes usually do 
not scale down. Instead, 
remove buildings or elements.

Mobile landscapes scale down 
and remove buildings or 
elements.

When sizing an illustration 
down to tablet, reposition or 
remove elements while still 
keeping enough elements to 
convey the overall idea (e.g. 
the middle plans card was 
removed). In most scenarios, 
the people do not scale down.

When sizing an illustration 
down to mobile, try to increase 
the height instead of the width. 
In most scenarios, the entire 
image scales down from the 
tablet version and becomes 
slightly taller. Use your best 
judgement for resizing.

Rotate or use perspectives on 
elements. You should using 
the faux 3D e!ect throughout 
the entire illustration. Browser 
windows should remain flat.

Keep the realistic elements at 
practical proportions (e.g. the 
humans are proportionate, but 
the giant browser window 
doesn’t follow those proportions)

Do

Disproportion elements 
unnecessarily. The illustration 
might not be realistic, but the 
proportions should still make 
sense.

Don’t Don’t

This chair is the perfect 
example that not every lateral 
piece has to be lined up to a 
horizontal line (i.e. the arms are 
tilted up).

The roof diagonally lines up in 
the back, so to counterbalance 
the lack of depth, the carport 
roof closer to the front 
becomes wider.

This illustration exemplifies the 
fact that the third dimension is 
always in line with the second 
dimension.

This brush is used to add shadows and highlights to 
elements in the forefront of the design. It should not 
be used in background elements. The brush is always 
set to 0.5 stroke width. The spacing is set to 30% to 
keep the file size smaller.

Location: xxx

This brush is only used to add more shadows or 
highlights to the Scatter Brush 2 shadows/ highlights. 
The stroke width is always set to 0.5.

Location: xxx

Scatter Brush 2

Rescaling, repositioning and removing elements

Rescaling, repositioning and removing elements

Dos and don’ts

Scatter Brush 8

Stippling texture

Grid pattern

white at 50% opacity #E8F1F7 #BBCDDA #002459
only used on blue 

backgrounds

#DCE8EF #9DAFC1 #02BEC9
only used on cyan 

backgrounds

The grid is already set up as a pattern in the file. The pattern itself should not be scaled 
in order to keep consistency throughout the site. 

Location: XXX

In most scenarios, the buildings should be all grey and use the four lighter greys. The 
exception is for a few light yellow windows. Vivid cyan and vivid blue are only used for 
pops of colors.

#E8F1F7 #BBCDDA#DCE8EF #9DAFC1 #7F91A0
Used very rarely: 
a shadow for the 

dark grey

#002459
used for hair 
color, pants

#003B90
used for 

pants

#0051B2
used for 

pants

#0A80FF
used for hair 
color, pants

#DEF0FF
used for 
clouds

#02BEC9
used for shirts

#00A9B4 
used for shirts

#05D4E1 
used for shirts

#9FE0E6
used for shirts

#D9F6F7 
used for 

squiggly lines

#D6E7F2
Used for grey hair

#FFFBE6
Used to 

highlight the 
yellow 

#FEEA6E
Used for pops 
of colors, most 

devices

Product
Each onsite tool & product will be represented by an illustration. These illustrations 
should be used on white or light colored backgrounds. The colored pieces of each of the 
illustrations can be either vivid blue or vivid cyan. 

Product illustrations are the same across device type. They should all visually look the 
same size.

Colors

#BACCDA#0A80FF
Primary color

#05D4E1 

Small home

Map

Email

Search plans

Big home

Timer

Plans

News

Price vs Speed

Mailbox

Scale

Speed focus

Success

Promotion

Price focus

Flag

Price tag


